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Imagine having a CAD assistant open, clean and
prepare all your AutoCAD background drawings by
automatically performing the following tasks

Easily open Corrupt drawing files with, Unattached, Missing or Corrupt X-Refs.
Repair, associate, or replace neededfiles, it can even automatically request missingfiles.
Greatly reduce file size by removing redundant entities (Req Apps, Doubled Entities, Etc).
This is accomplished automatically upon opening AutoPREP with preestablished settings.
Easily remove Hatches, Blocks or even Nested Block elements, Globally without Exploding!
Clear background drawings of all unnecessary entities to create design space in just minutes.
Unique layer management tools to Combine, Simplify, Discern and Reduce Layers.
Mark layers as protected so that nothing is changed by AutoPrep and so much more.
Simplify complex text strings such as M-text into simple text.
Resource intensive text can be globally converted to simple text of any size or font.
Track all preparation input to be seamlessly replicated and applied to all revision drawings.
Clean and prepare all subsequent revision drawings with literally, "THE PUSH OF A
BUTTON"!
Automatically Compare and Define all modifications between drawings (Clouds or Color).
Added or deleted entities, text, dimensions etc, are digitally detected and defined by placing
"Revision Clouds" around them or Highlighting them with user defined colors.
Batch File Processing of hundreds of drawings, UNATTENDED!
Automatically perform these features on hundreds of drawings overnight and have them ready
for review the next morning.
Quickly separate files into Parent, X-ref, Missing and Standalone sub-component files.
No need to open drawings to distinguish file type.
Drawing Security to allow Architects and others to issue electronic files without worry.
Original files can be viewed but not modified. Copies are automatically substituted for editing.
Greatly increase production while relieving the stress of performing these tedious tasks.
This is especially true for projects issuing continual revision drawings.

"Now, Imagine spending the majority of your time on meaningful design"
By The Way, You will be paying your new assistant less than minimum wage!

